Every Roll of Laminate represents our tireless energy & passion

Helping you create timelessly elegant interiors
We pour our heart and soul into bringing to life sophisticated and stylish laminates ideal for commercial,
residential, hospitality, educational, and cultural spaces. Our genuine zeal towards our art coupled with
the passion to innovate propels us to create laminates that are aesthetically pleasing and functionally
robust.

With its rich tones and detailed grains, Our Laminates will inject lavish dollops of warmth and idyllic
charm into interiors. Its unassuming beauty and easy versatility will work its magic in any setting it is

made of part of – whether a minimalist’s abode or a maximalist’s bolthole. It is luxurious yet so familiar
and soothing.

From Our Collection

The rich surface textures offer great visual and tactile delight. Needless to say, these captivating
laminates will effortlessly work in harmony with any interior scheme they are made a part of. From
floors to furniture, these laminates will breathe oodles of character in your settings.

To give your interiors a cohesive look, we have put together a color combination as per international
standards to give you an idea of how our products will work together.

Inspired by the little details
As an eclectic team of designers and entrepreneurs, we are forever in pursuit of the little details that
make all the difference. We look for the beauty that is around us—with all its glory and vitality—and
translate it into our products. Whether it’s the lushness of a tree bark’s patterning or luminosity of
minerals, our laminates are like an artist’s canvas, painted to add spark to your interiors.

Laminates for all tastes and styles
From minimalism to maximalism, rustic to Rococo, traditional to transitional, Art Deco to Asian Zen—our
wide-ranging assortment of laminates are designed to complement any conceivable aesthetic and
interior style. For an eclectic, cohesive vibe—our laminates look best when used in combinations.

Qualitatively enduring products
Our fabric-inspired laminates draw inspiration from classic textiles such as tweed, twill, moire, fishbone,
and many more. As a brand that creates and curates the rare and the unusual, our latest series promises
to envelop your spaces in warmth, intimacy, and personality.

Posh & Polished elegant laminate series is characterized by airy simplicity. Its aesthetically designed
surface in matt streaked with rich textures in both metallic and wood base will lend an air of exclusivity
in your interiors.
A compelling contrast of matt and metallic will ensue once you install these exquisitely designed
laminates . Available in a myriad of attractive colors, it will bring a sense of tranquility in your space—
thereby staying true to its name

We have introduced approximately 100 solid designs to our collection

Our design-led laminates represent the best of beauty with utility. We deeply care about the raw
materials we use in producing our products. Our mission is to beautify interiors by offering the highest
quality laminates with the longest possible lifespan. We want our products to grow with you and serve
you well.

An exclusive designer series, a savvy mingling of natural beauty with metallic tones. Whether you want
to emphasize a special piece of furniture or train the spotlight on an entrancing architectural detail—
Zion will give a stylish definition to your aesthetic.
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